Nice and varied tour to the lake to go shopping or to make a trip by boat on the lake. The tour is easy to walk (no steep hills, etc...)

Distance: 4.8 km  Time: ~ 1 hour

- From the castle you go down the hill "Schlossstraße" (1.8 km)
- From below cross "Tegernseer Straße" and the main road "A307" the get to Bräunbichlweg (150m)
- Follow Bräunbichlweg until you reach a stream "Weißach" (600m)
- At the end the road splits (left "In der Traten" right "Dammweg") – follow the right path "Dammweg" downstream (1.1 km)
- At the end you reach the bridge at "Südliche Hauptstraße" – turn right, cross the stream and follow the road for 75m
- Cross the road to enter Fürstenstraße
- Follow "Fürstenstraße" until you reach the lake (1 km) at the so called "Malerwinkel"
- From here you can follow the "Seestraße". There you find shops, restaurants, bars, the park and nice places to rest. It's also possible to take a boat for a sightseeing tour on the lake.
- To return to the castle you either walk or take a taxi (e.g. 08022/5555)

Schloss Ringberg, Schlossstr. 20, 83708 Kreuth, fon 08022/2790

We have a print out of this directions at the reception...